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FIX A prime p, and suppose that B is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of the rood p Steenrod 
algebra A. Then we may ask whether or not B can be realized by a finite complex: That is, does 
there exist a finite complex whose mod p cohomology is isomorphic as a left B-module to 
some suspension of B? We are then immediately faced with an algebraic obstruction to such a 
realization: Can B be realized as an A-module? That is, does B admit a left A-module structure 
extending its left B-module structure? For example, A contains exterior algebras F (n) on 
primitive generators known as Q0, • • •, Q,, and it is well known, and easy to prove, that F(n) 
can be realized as an A-module if and only if p is odd or n = 0. Another interesting and 
important family of subalgebras i  the family A(n): A(n) is the subalgebra generated by fl, 
pt . . . . .  PP'-~, with pi = Sq2i for p = 2. Note that A(n) is a subHopf algebra of A containing 
F(n). At odd primes A(n) also contains the subHopf algebra P(n -1)  generated by 
pl . . . . .  PP'-'; if p = 2 P(n -1)  is defined to be the corresponding subHopf algebra of 
A/ASqIA. The first main result of this paper is then: 
THEOrEm A. Let B denote any of the algebras A (n), P(n) for n > O. Then B admits a self-dual 
left A-module structure xtending its left B-module structure. 
We remark that W. H. Lin showed [9] that for p = 2 the only finite-dimensional subHopf 
algebras of A that might admit an A-module structure as above are the algebras A(n). It would 
be interesting to characterize the A-module structure we obtain in some way. For example, 
one can show directly that for p = 2 A(1) has exactly four distinct A-module structures; the 
one we get is uniquely determined by the fact that it is self-dual and its fourth suspension is
unstable. (A(2) has 1600 distinct A-module structures ([16]); n = 2 is the largest n for which 
Theorem A was previously known.) In any event, our A-module structures are obtained in a 
very rigid and canonical way, so that further properties (such as self-duality) are easily 
obtained. For example, the structures are compatible in the sense that A =,lira A (n) as left A- 
modules, and hence A, = colirrt A (n) as left A-modules, where A,  is the dual Steenrod 
algebra with its contragredient s ructure. Another potentially very useful property was 
suggested by Haynes Miller: Let B(n) = A(n)/Q," A(n). It is easy to see that there is a short 
exact sequence of A(n) modules 0 --* E IQ, I B(n) -~ A(n) ~ B(n) ~ O. We show that this is an 
exact sequence of A-modules. In particular it defines an element of Ext h (B(n), (B(n)) of 
infinite height; the localization of ExtA (B(n), B(n)) obtained by inverting this element should 
be accessible and interesting. 
The idea of the proof is as follows, taking p = 2 and B = A(n) for simplicity: For this 
introduction only, let S denote H* (B(Z/Z)', F2) = 0:2 [xl . . . . .  x j .  Then S is an algebra over 
the Hopf algebra A[G], where G = GL N F 2. Hence the same is true of the quotient M 
= S®s~ 0=2, where S G is the ring of invariants. I fe is the Steinberg idempotent of ff:2GL, F2, 
then Me is an A-module and we show (Theorem 3.1) that Me ~ A(n - 2) as A (n - 2) modules 
(up to suspension, of course). There were two reasons for suspecting this rather surprising 
result. First, from invariant theory one can deduce that dim Me = 2 (i), which is precisely the 
dimension of A(n-  2). In fact the results of [13] even imply that the Poincar6 polynomials 
agree. Second, it was known that Se is free over A(n-2). Indeed this overwhelming 
circumstantial evidence almost constitutes a proof, except for the difficulties involved in 
determining whether an element of S is nonzero in M. The same method works at odd primes, 
although the Steinberg idempotent must be replaced by a twisted analogue. 
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Let us return now to the original geometric question: Can the subalgebra B be realized by 
a finite complex? For B = F(n) and p odd this problem appears to be extremely difficult, 
although results for small n have been obtained by Toda [28] Smith [20] and others. On the 
other hand, Doug Ravenel suggested to the author that it would be very useful if one could 
even construct finite complexes with cohomology free over F(n) (at all primes). Of course, any 
complex realizing A(n) would have this property, and Theorem A shows that at least there is 
no algebraic obstruction to such a construction. (For p = 2, A(1) is realized in [6].) Although 
we are unable to realize A(n) itself, we prove: 
THEOREM B. For all primes p and n >_ 0, there exist finite complexes Xn with the following 
properties: 
(a) H*(X., ~:p) is free over A(n - 1). In particular, it is free over F(n - 1). 
(b) The Morava K-theories K(s) ,X.  are zero for s < n and nonzero for s = n. 
(c) X. is Spanier-Whitehead self-dual. 
The important property is (a); (b) is almost a corollary of (a), except for the fact that 
K(n) .X .  ~ O. It is hoped that property (c) may find some use in future applications. Doug 
Ravenel can show using (b) that the chromatic resolution of BP. has a geometric realization 
(conjecture 5.8 in [15]). It also follows from (b) that the X. provide (at each prime) an infinite 
family of distinct Bousfield classes (see [15], 10.8). 
The construction of the X. is suggested by the proof of Theorem A. Let p = 2. Then M 
resembles the cohomology ring of a framed compact G-manifold: It is a Poincar6 duality 
algebra, self-dual over A [G]. Indeed for very small n, or if G = GL. ~:2 is replaced by certain 
other groups, M can be realized as an equivariantly framed homogeneous space. In any case, 
the proof of Theorem A shows at once that if M could be realized by a G-manifold Y, the 
Steinberg idempotent would split off from Y a stable summand realizing A(n-2).  
Unfortunately, realizing M is closely related to realizing S G, which is easily seen to be 
impossible in general (for G = GL. 0:2). As a substitute, we use the map B(Z/2)" ~ BSO(2") 
classifying the regular representation f (Z/2)", which at least induces a map onto S ~ in 
cohomology. The complex X._ 1 is then obtained as a stable summand of the fibre 
S0(2")/( Z/2)", via the Steinberg idempotent. (The point is that H* (SO (2")/(Z/2)"), modulo a 
certain filtration, realizes a sum of copies of M.) At odd primes SO (2") is replaced by U (p"), 
and again the Steinberg idempotent must be replaced by a twisted analogue. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section One we begin by discussing a number of 
general results of invariant heory. Some of these results are classical and some are at least 
"well-known", but it is often difficult (if not impossible) to locate proofs in the literature--- 
especially proofs that are valid when the characteristic of the field divides the order of the 
group. Consequently, we have included complete proofs or references to easily accessible 
papers. The second part of this section is concerned with some questions about duality over 
the Steenrod algebra and invariant heory. This material is needed for the self-duality 
statement of Theorem A, and may be of some independent interest. In §2 we specialize to 
GL. 0:p and review some properties of the Steinberg module. We also obtain, as a corollary, a
much simpler proof of the main algebraic result in [13]. Theorem A and its corollaries are 
proved in §3, and the three parts of Theorem B are proved separately in §4. Appendix A 
collects some miscellaneous computational results needed mainly in §3; there is also an 
application to the theorem of Priddy and Wilkerson ([14]). Appendix B contains the proof of 
our main result on self-duality. 
I would like to thank Haynes Miller for some helpful conversations, for suggesting 
(3.14b), and for asking whether the A-module structures obtained on A. were self-dual. 
Thanks are also due to Doug Ravenel for suggesting part (b) of Theorem B, and especially for 
pointing out the potential usefulness of the complexes X. in resolving some of the conjectures 
of [15]. Finally, I would like to thank the University of Washington for its hospitality, and 
Seattle for its bad weather, without which this paper might not have been written. 
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Notation 
All cohomology groups have coefficients in 0:p unless otherwise stated. If X is a spectrum 
and e is an idempotent element of the ring IX, X], eX denotes the corresponding wedge 
summand of X: eX = lim(X -~, X -~ X --.). By convention A( -  1) = 0:p = P ( -  1). 
§1. INVARIANT THEORY 
We begin this section with a fairly general discussion of invariant theory in characteristic 
p > 0. We also establish some notation that will be used throughout the paper. Let V denote a
vector space of dimension over the field K of characteristic p. For most of this paper_, K
= F~, but for the moment we assume only that K is a subfield of a fixed algebraic losure K of 
Fp. We regard V as a graded vector space, concentrated in grade 1. Then V ~ = s V*, the 
suspension of the dual of V, and S = S(V #), the symmetric algebra on V #. We also let E 
= E(V*), the exterior algebra on V*, and for p = 2 S O = S(V*). The notation is of course 
chosen so that for K = Fp, H*BV = S®E (resp. So) for p odd (resp. p = 2). (If an assertion 
about S has a completely obvious analogue about S 0, we will frequently omit the latter.) We 
will usually regard [/as equipped with a fixed basis e~ . . . .  , e~; the dual basis of V* will always 
be denoted by x l , . . . ,  x n and the corresponding basis of V # by Yl . . . . .  Y,. 
Now let G ~_ GL (V) be a subgroup. Then G acts on the left of V and hence acts on the right 
of S as a group of ring automorphisms. Throughout this paper, we make the following very 
strong assumption: The ring of invariants S~ is a polynomial algebra on n homogeneous 
generators. 
(A Theorem of Serre [18] then implies that G is generated by pseudoret]ections.) Let
a~ . . . .  , a, be a set of such generators, with degree a~ = 2d~. 
THEOREM 1.1. S is a finitely-oenerated flee S~-module of rank d l . . .  d~. Moreover, 
d I . . .  d, = IGI. 
Proof. S is always integral, and hence finitely-generated, over S ~. Since we are assuming 
S ~ polynomial, this implies that a I . . . .  , a, is a regular sequence, and hence S is free over S c, 
(for proofs of these two assertions, ee [2]). Moreover ank S = dim S®sGK, and substituting 
t = 1 in the Poincar~ series F(t) for S®sGK yields dl . . .  d,. Hence rank S = d I . . .  d,. On 
the other hand, rank S is also the dimension [L : L G] of the corresponding extension of 
fraction fields, and since this extension is finite and Galois we conclude that I GI -- d l . . .  d,. 
[] 
Before continuing our study of the KG-module S, we introduce various Poincar~-type 
series that will be useful. Let N be any positively graded K-module of finite type, and let 
F(N; t) denote the usual Poincar~ series ofN. I fN is a KG-module, we also have the following: 
(i) F(N, G; t)~ RK(G)[[t]] : F(N, G; t) = ~ [Nj]t i. Here [Nj] denotes the class of N~ in the 
o 
representation ri g R K(G) (i.e. the Grothendieck group of finitely-generated KG-modules; it is 
a free Abelian group on the irreducible KG-modules.) 
oO 
(ii) If E is an irreducible KG-module, F(N, G, E; t) ~ Z [ It] ] is ~ aj t ~, where a t = multiplicity 
of E (as a composition factor) in N~. o 
(iii) z(N, G; t) e C~l[t]] is the modular character series of N; here CG is the ring of complex 
valued class functions on the set Greg of p-regular elements of G (x is p-regular if p doesn't 
divide the order of x). Here we recall that the modular character X of an ordinary (ungraded) 
KG-module N of dimension  is defined as follows: Fix an embedding ~b: K* G C*. For fixed 
g E Gres, let 21(g ). . . .  , An(g) e K* denote the eigenvalues of g :N --, N, and define x(g) 
= 0(21 (g)) + . . .  + 0(2, (g)). Since the class ofa KG-module in R(G) is uniquely determined 
by its modular character, the series (i) and (iii) determine one another. These series satisfy 
various obvious additive and multiplicative identities, as well as the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose W is an absolutely irreducible KG-module and N is a graded 
K G-module. Then 
1 
(a) F(N,G, W; t)=-~1 ~ rlw(g-l)z(N'G; t)(g) 
g e Oreg 
[where tl w = modular character of the projective cover of W] 
(b) If e KG is any primitive idempotent such that eKG is the projective cover of W, then 
F(N, G, W; t) = F(Ne; t). 
Proof. (a) I fK  is sufficiently large in the sense of Serre ([191, p. 115), (a) follows at once 
from the orthogonality relations for modular characters ([191, p. 151). In general, et L be a 
sufficiently large finite extension of K, and let N L = N®r  L, etc. Write ( W, N ) for the right 
hand side of (a). Then ( W, N ) = ( WL, NL),  since projective covers (cf. [191, p. 123) and 
modular characters (trivially) are preserved under scalar extension. But (WL, NL) 
= F(NL, G, WL; t) = F(N, G, W; t) (use the fact that extension followed by restriction is 
multiplication by [L :K] ) .  
(b) It is enough to prove the ungraded analogue. The multiplicity of W in N is dim 
Homr~(eKG, N) ([19], p. 121). But clearly HomrG(eKG, N) ~- Ne. [] 
Returning to our symmetric algebra S, let M--M(G)  = S®s~K; note M is a finite 
dimensional KG-module of dimension I G I by (1.1). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. S and SGQ M have the same composition factors in each degree- i.e., 
F(S, G; t) = F(SG; t).F(M, G; t). 
Proof. Regard S and SG®M as SG[G]-modules, equipped with the S~-adic filtration (S~ 
is the augmentation ideal). There is then an obvious map E°(S~®M)--* E°(S) of the 
associated graded objects; it is an epimorphism ofKG-modules. By (1.1), it is an isomorphism. 
[] 
Thus if S ~ is known, it is sufficient to determine the structure of M. The next theorem is 
well known if Pl IGI. Let Reg(G) denote the regular epresentation f KG. 
THEOREM 1.4. In R(G), [M(G)] = [Reg(G)]. 
Proof. If the theorem is true for some extension field of K, then it is true for K, so we may 
as well assume K is a splitting field for G (i.e. every irreducible isabsolutely irreducible). Fix an 
irreducible KG-module W and let 17 w again denote the modular character of the projective 
cover of IV. Then W occurs with multiplicity r/w(1) in Reg(G) (this is immediate from the 
ungraded form of 1.2(a)); we must show the same is true for M (G). We simply mimic the 
classical proof given in [24] (Theorems 2.1 and 4.9). As in the classical case, we have 
x(S, G; t)(g) = I:l [1/1 - ,t i (g)t] for g e Greg. From (l.2(a)) we then obtain a modular version 
i=1  
of Molien's Theorem: 
1 
F(S, G, W; t) = ~ Z r/w(g-l) " 11 (1-2,(g)t) -1 (1.5) 
g E Greg i = 1 
From (1.3) we have F(M, G, W; t) = F(S, G, W; t). f l  (1 - ta'). Setting t = 1 in this last 
series, we find that the multiplicity of W in M(G) is (d 1 . . .  d,)" r/w(1)/IGI = r/w(1) by (1.1). 
[] 
Remarks (1) Theorem (1.4) can also be deduced from the normal basis Theorem of 
Galois theory, at least if p ~ I GI. However, neither method gives the slightest insight into how 
the composition factors of Reg (G) are distributed with respect o the grading on M. (2) We 
should perhaps qualify our claim that (1.5) generalizes Molien's Theorem: The point is that 
the series in (1.5) is not the series that an invariant theorist would be interested in; for example, 
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if W is the trivial representation 1 ait computes the multiplicity of 1 a in S, which is in general 
much larger than the dimension of the ring of invariants. (3) Note that M (G) is actually 
isomorphic to Reg(G) if and only if p/IGI: If p I I GI this is clear, since KG is semisimple. On 
the other hand lo is always a direct summand of M(G). Hence if M(G) ~ Reg(G), la is 
projective, KG is semisimple and p~lGI. 
Another very interesting property of M is the following: The Poincar6 series for M shows 
at once that as a vector space, M satisfies Poincar6 duality, with fundamental c ass in degree ro 
= 2E(d~- 1). In fact: 
THEOREM 1.6. M is a Poincard algebra, with fundamental class 2 ~ (M,)*. (In other words, 
the pairing M k ®M,_~ ~ M, ~ K is nonsingular.) 
For a very elegant proof of (1.6), see [21]. 
Let detd G ~ GL(V) ~ K* denote the determinant representation of G. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. As a KG-module, M,a ~- det~ 1 
Proof. Again we simply imitate the classical proof ([24], Proposition 3.8). As in [24], 
Lemma 3.7, the modular Molien Theorem (1.5) yields F(S, G, lc,; I / t )= ( - ly ' t"  
F(S, G, det~ i; t). (Note, incidentally, that the multiplicity series are always rational functions 
of t; this follows for example from (1.3).) From (1.3) we then obtain F(M, G, la; t/t) = t-" 
F(M, G, det~ 1, t) and comparing constant erms yields the result. I-q 
Note that if char K = 2 and we replace S by S o and M by M o = S o ®sgoK, all of the 
theorems and proofs so far go through; but we let deg a~ = d~ instead of 2d,, etc. In the next 
theorem we record the analogues of 1.1, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.7 for the KG-algebra S ®E.  Note that 
(S®E)®soK = M@E.  
THEOREM 1.8. (a) S®E is a free S°-module of rank 2 n IGI 
(b) In R(G), [M®E]  = 2 È.[ReOG] 
(c) M®E is a Poincard algebra, with fundamental class in dimension ro+n. Moreover 
(M ®E)r~+n is a trivial G-module. [] 
We now suppose K = F r and consider the action of the Steenrod algebra A on S ® E for p 
odd (resp. S o ifp = 2). On the one hand, this action arises from the fact that H*BV = S®E 
(resp. So). On the other hand, it is uniquely determined algebraically by the formulae fix i = yi, 
2 Ply i = y~ (resp. Sq 1 x i = x i ), together with the requirement that S @E (resp. So) be an algebra 
over A (i.e. the Caftan formula holds). (Note that for p = 2, S®E is still an A-algebra, with 
Sq I xi = 0.) This shows there is no need to restrict o K = F,, so we will continue to denote the 
groundfield by K. For convenience, we will usually work only with S ® E; analogues for So of 
the results below will be left to the reader. 
Now the A-action on S®E commutes with the G-action; this follows both from 
topological considerations and pure algebra. Thus S ®E becomes an algebra over the Hopf 
algebra A [G]. Here A [G] is the group ring with coefficients in A; as a Hopf algebra it is just 
A ® KG. (A minor technical nuisance arises from the fact that A is acting on the left and G is 
acting on the right. Of  course since KG is a Hopf algegra with conjugation, we can always 
convert right actions to left actions, and indeed we will do so frequently, in order to be able to 
talk about left A [G]-modules in the usual sense. When we come to specific omputations in S, 
however, we will always work with the right G-action described earlier; this convention is 
necessary if one wants formulae such as (A7).) Since S ° is a sub-A[G]-algebra of S, M and 
M ®E are also A [G]-algebras. Thus M and M ®E are very much like cohomology rings of 
compact G-manifolds. Indeed for certain groups G they are cohomology rings of G-manifolds 
(see §4), and in all such examples known to the author, the manifolds in question are in fact 
smooth, framed (i.e. stably parallelizable) manifolds. This motivates the conjecture that for all 
G, the "Wu classes" of M(G) are zero; i.e., there are no Steenrod operations hitting the top 
"cell" in M. Indeed it turns out that the conjecture istrue for a more general class of"complete 
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intersection alegebras" over the Steenrod algebra (Appendix B). The validity of this 
conjecture for G = GL(V) is the key ingredient for the self-duality statement in Theorem A. 
We begin with some elementary emarks about duality for modules over Hopf algebras. 
Suppose B is a Hopf algebra (over K) with conjugation X,and N is a left B-module of finite 
dimension. The contragredient module N * is the dual N* = HomK (N, K) with the left B- 
module structure (b "f)(n) = ++_fO~(b)n) for f6  N*, n ~ N. (The sign is given by the Milnor 
convention, but will be suppressed in the sequel). We say that N is self-dual if there is an 
isomorphism N _~ skN # of B-modules for some k. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose B = C[G] where C is a connected Hopfalgebra and N is both a 
Poincar6 algebra nd a (left) B-algebra. Let 2 : N' --, K be a fundamental class and let I(B) 
= augmentation ideal of B. Then if 2(I(B) • N) = 0, N is self-dual. 
Proof Suppose more generally that N 1, N 2 are  left B-modules and # : N 1 (~)N 2 ~ K is a 
K-linear pairing. Then it is easy to check that the induced map N 1 ~N*  is B- 
linear ~/a  (bn 1 ® n 2) = [a (n I ~ ~ (b)n2)~ ~ is B-linear (with respect to the diagonal structure 
on NI (~N 2 and the augmentation structure on K)~,,I~(I(B).N 1 (~)N2)= 0. The pro- 
position follows at once, with ~ : N Q N ---, N ~ K. [] 
When B is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, the condition 2(I(B) • N) = 0 is precisely that the 
Wu classes of N are zero. When B = KG, this condition just says that N, is a trivial G-module. 
In particular, M ®E is a serf-dual KG-module, whereas M is self-dual over KG if and only if 
det~ is the trivial representation (e.g. K= Q:2). (In general, the isomorphism 
Mk "$ Horn (M,-k, K) is an isomorphism of G-modules if K is identified with det~ 1). 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Suppose B = C[G] as in (1.9), and N is a self-dual B-module. Then if 
e ~ KG is an idempotent, the contragredient of the B-module N is x(e)N. 
Proof For any finite-dimensional N, (eN) # ~ z(e)N ~ as left B-modules. But here 
x(e)N # _~)~(e)N as left B-modules by assumption. [] 
THEOREM 1.11. The Wu classes of M(G) are zero, i.e., M(G) is self-dual over A. 
Proof. Appendix B. 
Remark. Theorem (1.11~ is related to the following purely invariant-theoretic question: 
Let t~ = ~ det(g)o~KG. Then G is central, and if N is any KG-module, Im(G:N 
G ---, N) c Ndet_ t= {n ~ N: gn = det- 1 (g). n for all g ~ G}. I fN = S, then d is also A-linear and 
S G-linear. We conjecture (assuming as always that S G is polynomial) that (~" S = S 6" J, where 
J is the Jacobian det (da~/tgy~). The point of this conjecture for us is that (~. S = 0 in degrees 
< re. and d-  S2r~ ~: 0. For it then follows that (a) an element x e $2,~ projects to zero in M if 
and only if t~. X = 0, and (b) the Wu classes of M (G) are zero. The conjecture istrue if p A I G I 
(cf. [24]) or if G = E, (the symmetric group), Un (the unipontent group), or GL, ~:p. 
§2. GLmF p AND THE STEINBERG MODULE 
In this section we consider some of the ideas of §1 in the case K = •p and G = GL(V) 
= GL n ~:~. First of all, the invariant rings are known: 
THEOREM 2.1. (Dickson) S6UV)(resp. Sg LIV)/f p = 2) is a polynomial algebra on generators 
D 1 . . . . .  D,, with IDol --- 2(p~-P ~-i) (resp. 2~-2n-i). 
A few miscellaneous properties of S GuV) are discussed in Appendix B; as a general 
reference the reader should consult [29]. Thus the results of § 1 are valid for GL (V) (in fact D:p 
could be replaced by any finite field B:a), and we can pose the following problem: Determine 
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F(M, GL ( V); t)--or equivalently, F(M, GL ( V~ W; t) for each irreducible W. This appears to 
be an extremely difficult problem, even for W = 1GLIV~ for example, the multiplicity of 1GL~vI 
in Reg(GL (V)), (i.e. the dimension of its projective cover) is at present unknown. On the other 
hand there are certain irreducibles W for which the problem is both tractable and interesting; 
we turn to a description of these. 
The Steinberg module Sto([26]; see also the discussion in [13, sec. 2]) is a projective 
absolutely irreducible representation f GL(V), of dimension pt]). (It is perhaps worth 
mentioning here that in fact F v is a splitting field for GLn Fp [cf. 27, p. 241]). It is defined as 
follows: Let B~, U~, X~ denote respectively the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, 
the corresponding unipotent subgroup, and the symmetric group of permutation matrices. 
Leteo~Ztp) [GL(V) ]bedef inedbyeo=[GL(V) :U~] - l (  ~sb) (  ~, (sgn0r))tT.Thene2o 
b XoeX.  / 
= eo, and St o = e o • O:p[GL( V)]. (We use the same notation for the mod p reduction ofeo.) 
The block C O of St o is a matrix algebra of degree p(1) (cf. [13], 2.1). 
Now GL(V) has p -1  distinct one-dimensional representations over U:p--namely, 
detkGL~v~, 0 < k < p --2. If we define St k = detk'Sto, then clearly St k is again a projective 
absolutely irreducible module of dimension p tiJ. In fact ([7]) these are the only projective 
irreducible representations f GL (V). Formulae for corresponding idempotents are obtained 
by a general procedure: Let Ok denote the automorphism of ~:p[GL(V)] given by Ok(g) 
= detk(g-1)g. Then ek = Ok(eO) is a primitive idempotent for St k (in fact Ok maps Co 
isomorphically onto the block C~ = ~k Fp(GL(V)), where ~k is the central idempotent 
associated to Ck). However, any two primitive idempotents in a matrix ring block are 
conjugate inthe group ring (cf. [12, 1.6]), and for many purposes--including those of §3--it 
is convenient toreplace  t by a conjugate idempotent e~ defined as follows: Let e~ = Z (eo) and 
el = 0k(e~). (Note e i =p z(ek)in general.) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (a) e~ is a primitive idempotent belonging to the block C k. 
(b) I f  N is any right D=p [GL ( V)]-module, Ne~ = (NTtk) v.. In fact multiplication by Un = ~ u 
uEU 
is an isomorphism Ne k ~- Ne~. 
Proof. The case k = 0 is proved in Proposition 2.6 of [13]. The general case follows easily 
from this. [] 
Since 0k ° X = ;~ ° 0 -k ,  we have: 
COROLLARY 2.3. The contragradient of St k is St_ k. In particular St o and (for p odd) 
Sttp- 1~/2 are self-dual. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose N is a self-dual left A [G L ( V) ]-module. Then (ek N) # ~ e_ k N as 
left A-modules. 
To describe the multiplicities of the St k in S ®E, it is best o regard (S ®E) as bigraded: 
(S ® E)i. j = Si ® Ej. Since the GL (V) action preserves the bigrading, multiplicity series can 
be written in the form ~ a~sJt ~, where 0 --<j < n and aij is the multiplicity in S~ ®Ej. One of 
i ,) 
the key results of [13] was the determination f this series for St o ([13], Theorem 5.8 and 
Remark 5.13 (with slightly different notation)): 
THEOREM 2.5. For all primes, the series F ( S ® E, G L ( V), Sto; s, t) is given by s"t -2" FI 
i= l  
(1--ta')-t ',i=o ('fi2 (1 + S- l tb ' ) ) (s - l tb ' - '+ t a') where a i = 2(p i -  1) and b i = 2p i. (The product 
from 0 to n -  2 should be interpreted as 1 if n = 1.) 
TOP 24:2-I 
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Remark. For p = 2, S®E and So are equal in R(GL(V)) ,  so the St series for S o is 
obtained by setting s = t in 2.5; it simplifies considerably. 
Oddly enough, the "twisted" analogues of (2.5) have a simpler form: 
THEOREM 2.6. For p odd and 1 < k < p-2 ,  F (S ~) E, G L ( V), Stk, S, t) 
" ' (r-l  
=sntq' i=1I~ (1 -- ta') -1 i=o[-I ( l+s - l tb ' ) ,whereqk=k~p_  1 /" 
It is not too hard to deduce (2.6) from (2.5), but we will obtain (2.6) here as a corollary of 
the proof of Theorem A--(3.12) below. In particular this paper is independent of (2.5). In fact, 
using the met hods of § 1 we can give a much simpler proof of the main theorem (5.1) of [ 13]: I n  
that paper a spectrum M (n) and a map B(Z/p)" ~M (n) are constructed, such that O* injects 
into (S ®E)eo; the problem is to show Img*= (S ®E)eo.  Let F(t) denote the series obtained 
by setting s = t in the series displayed in (2.5). Then one knows that F(H*M (n); t) = F(t), and 
clearly F(t) = f(t)  F (S GL.; t), where f ( t )  is a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients. 
Similarly, F((St~E)eo;  t = O(t)F(SGL.; t) by (1.3). Then f ( t )  < #(t). But by inspection f(1) 
= 2"p(~), and g(1) = 2"pt]) by (1.8b). Hence f ( t )  = #(t) and Im9* = (S®E)eo.  
§3. REAL IZ ING A s AS AN A-MODULE 
Let M = M (GL (V)). In this section we obtain Theorem A as a corollary of the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) For n >_ 1 and 0 < k < p-2 ,  Me k ~- Er~P(n- 2) as P (n -  2)-modules, 
where rk = 2(k + l ) (  ~----_ ~ ) -  2n. Moreover, the A-modules M ek are isomorphic and self-dual. 
(b) For podd, n >_ 1,and 1 < k <__ p -2 ,  (M QE)e  k ~_ Et~A(n - 1)as A(n -  1)-modules, where 
t k = 2k -n .  Moreover, the A-modules (M @E)e~ are isomorphic and self-dual. 
(c) For p = 2, n > 1, M o e o ~ Y, t A (n - 2) as A (n - 2)-modules, where t = 2" - 1 - n. Moreover, 
Moe o is a self-dual A-module. 
Remarks (1) Note that Theorem A is an immediate corollary of (3.1). (2) Note that (a) 
shows E r~p(n - 2) is an unstable A-module (since M is unstable); similar remarks apply to (b) 
and (c). (3) Part (b) of the theorem isfalse for k = 0 (even if n - 1), for the following reason: In 
[13] it was shown (Proposition 5.15) that the spectrum eo(BV)t~) splits into two pieces. 
In particular (H*BV)eo = C(~D as A-modules, for certain nontrivial C, D. If p is odd, 
both C and D project nontrivially into Meo, so that Meo is not a cyclic A-module. Moreover, 
one of the summands of Me 0 is not even free over F 0. One can try to get around this difficulty 
in various ways, but it seems to remain true that the behavior of the twisted Steinberg 
idempotents in this situation is simpler than that of the ordinary Steinberg idempotent e 0. Ifp 
= 2, one can show that C is free over A(n - 1) and D is free over A(n - 2), but C projects to 
zero in Me o. Thus there is no analogous problem for p = 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin with the first statement of (a). By (A7), L k+l 
(Yl." "Yn) -1 is fixed by e k. Hence evaluation on this class yields a map gr'P 
(n - 2) ~ Me k of left P (n - 2)-modules, and we will show this map is an isomorphism. By 
(1.2b) and 1.4, dim Me k = ( M, St k ) = ( Reg, St k ) = dim St k = p (~) = dim P (n - 2), where 
( , )  denotes multiplicity. (In fact, the Poinear6 series are equal, but we will obtain this 
n--1 
stronger fact as a corollary. To see that dim P(n - 2) = p {~), set t = 1 in its Poincar6 series VI 
i=1  
(1 - t 2~Pl- t))- 1 (1 - t 2tp'- l)p'-'), which is obtained from [11], Proposition 8.2.) Hence it will be 
enough to show 6 is injective. It will be convenient, however, to replace k by e L as in (2.2). By 
(A4) and (A7) w,. k =- Lk(L l  . . . L , _ l )  p-1 is fixed by e L, and we will show that the map 
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dp:Y.,~'P(n- 2)~Me'k given by evaluation on W.,k is injective. Now since P(n -  2) is a connected 
finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, it is a Poincar6 duality algebra. Hence it is enough to prove: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 0,_ 2 denote a nonzero element of maximal dimension in P(n -2) .  Then 
0,_2(w,.~) is nonzero in M. 
The proof involves three further lemmas, which will be used again later. It will be 
convenient to let r, denote an undetermined but nonzero element of Fp. 
LEMMA3.3. Let z ,= (Lf l -~. . .  Lv_I) v-1 for n> 2, and z I = 1. Then 0,_2(w,.~) 
= ~L~z. .  
The proof of (3.3) will be given last. To show Lkz, is nonzero in M, we proceed as follows: 
Let T = F v[y[', . . .  y r ] .  Then T is an A [GL,]-subalgebra of S and hence N = S (~r Fp is an 
A [GL,]-algebra. 
L EMMA 3.4. Define tI : M ~ N by t l (Ix]) = [L, x]. Then r l is a well-defined map of A [SL,] - 
modules. 
Proof. To show t/ is well-defined, it is sufficient o show that if D k is a polynomial 
generator of SGLn, then L , .  Dk is zero in N. But by definition (see Appendix A), L,D k is the 
determinant of a Dickson matrix with bottom row (yl ¢ . . .  y,C)._Clearly t/ is SL,-linear. 
Finally, A. L~ = 0 mod-~aL," L, (A3), and we have just shown that S ~L.. L, = 0 in N. Hence 
t/is A-linear. [] 
LEMMA 3.5. LP- lz ,  is nonzero in N. 
COROLLARY 3.6. (Lemma 3.2) For 0 < k < p -  2, Lkz, is nonzero in M. 
COROLLARY 3.7. For 0 < k <- p -2 ,  tl : Me ~ --, Ne~+ l is injective. 
Proof. tld p is injective by (3.5), and ~b is an isomorphism. [] 
Proof of 3.5. For n -- 1, z I = 1 and L~- lz l  = y~-i # 0 mody~. Suppose inductively 
that the lemma has been proved for n - 1. We have 
L~- lz ,  = y~'- lwp-I  where w = (L2y~l) f -2.  . (L,y£l).  
Here we recall that L k means  the polynomial L~ in the variables y,_ t + i . . . .  , y,; we will let L~ 
denote the polynomial L k in the variables Y,-k . . . . .  Y,-  1 (1 --< k < n -- 1) and similarly for gk. 
Write w p-I =y, .x+v,  where v • Fp[y I . . . .  , Y,-I]- Then v = ct(-L~2~.,_l) p by an easy 
calculation, and L~- lz ,  = y~'-Iv mod (T). Since v # 0 rood (T) by inductive hypothesis, the 
proof is complete. [] 
This completes the proof of the first part of 3.1(a). The first part of (c) is completely 
analogous. Suppose then that p is odd and I ~ k ~ p - 2. Then w.. k- 1X. is fixed by e;,, where 
X. = x I . . .  x., and as in (a) we will show that the map O: ~.',A(n - 1) -* (M ®E)e~ given by 
evaluation on this class is an isomorphism. By (1.2b) and (1.8h) we have dim(M®E)e~ 
= 2"p (9 = dim A(n - 1), so we need only show ~b is injective. Now ~P,_ 1 -- Qo • • • Q,-  10,_ 2 
is a nonzero class of maximal dimension in the Poincar6 duality algebra A (n - 1), and as in the 
proof of (a) we need only show ~,_  1 (w,, k- 1 " X.) 4:0 in M. Using (3.3) and (A3c) we 
compute ~t',_I(W,.k_IX,) = ~L~z,. Since p is odd and k _< p -2 ,  Lkz, ~ 0 in M by (3.6). 
(This is the step that fails for the ordinary Steinberg idempotent e~. We must use w,. p_ 2 "X~, 
and then qJ.-I (W.,p-i" X . )= ~tLP-lz. = 0 in M since L p-I • SGL'.) 
Next we prove the second parts of (a), (b), (c). First suppose p odd and observe that 
multiplication by L. :M--. M is A[SL.]-linear, as in (3.4). Since we have just shown that 
Mek = P(n - 2). L. k+ 1 (Yl • • • Y.)- 1 we have L, : Mek ~- Mek+ 1 for 0 _< k _< p - 3. Moreover, 
since the "top dimension" of M is isomorphic to det- 1 (1.7), it follows from (2.4) and (1.11) 
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that the contragredient of Me k is isomorphic to det - 1. M e p_ 1 - k ~- M e p_ 2 - k" Hence the Me k 
are isomorphic and self-dual. A similar argument applies to (b), except hat we can only assert 
that L n :(M ®E)e  k -+ (M @E)ek+ 1 is an isomorphism for 1 < k < p -  3 (the case p = 3 is 
trivial). Here (2.4) and (1.11) show that (M @ E)e k has contragredient (M @ E)e_ ~ (for all k), 
so (b) is proved. I f  p = 2, a similar argument shows Me o and Moe o are self-dual. 
It remains to prove Lemma 3.3. For convenience we assume p odd; the proof  for p = 2 
requires only trivial changes. We will need to make use of  the Milnor operations P7 dual to 
~.  Note that P7 is in P(s + t - 1) but not P(s + t - 2), and that the following properties hold 
in any A-algebra R: 
(3.8) P~ (xy) = x( P~y) i f  either (a) x is a pi-th power with i > s or (b) P(s + t - 1) acts trivially 
on X. 
: p / t+ l  
(3.9) P~z z p implies P~+k(zP') = z . 
(3.10) l f  P (s + t - 2) acts trivially on z, then P~ acts as a derivation on the subalgebra generated 
by z. 
We also note that the fundamental c asses 0 n can be chosen inductively as follows: 0_ 1 = 1, 
0n - 1 = an - 1 0n - 2, where a n _ 1 = (PT- 1 )p - 1 . . .  (pO)p - 1. (To verify this assertion, one need 
only check that tr n_ 10n- 2 is nonzero, since it lies in P(n - 1) and has the right dimension. This 
can be checked directly, but it will also be a consequence of  the proof  below.) 
It is sufficient o prove the case k = 0; we let Wn = Wn, 0" For n = 1 the lemma is trivially 
true; suppose inductively we have shown 0n- 2 wn = 0tz.. Then 0n- 1 Wn+ 1 
= trn - 1 0n - 2 (Wn" L ,  p - 1 ) = 0tan _ I (zn LP- 1 ), since P(n "2)  acts trivially on L.. Now let tr n _ L k 
= (Pk_k)p -1 . .  " (pO)p-1 and compute by induction on k. For k=0 we have 
(P° )P - I ( znLP . - I )=(p -1) !znL~"- I )  by A3b. At the inductive step we have 
trn_ Lk_ 1 (znL~ -1) = O~akbkCk, where 
+1 k 
a k=(Lp~- ' . . . L~_~k_ I )  p - l ,  b k=L~_pk-l l  and c k=(Lp_k+I . . . Lp . )  p-1 
pk k Then ._k(akbkCk)=ak(Pn_kbk)Ck by 3.8 and A3b, and Pk~_k(bk)=Pkn_k(bk)=(p 
-- 1)! L,P*_~*k CP- 1 ! SO a n _ 1. k (Zn L~ -~ ) = ct ak + 1 bk + 1 Ck + 1" For k = n - 1 we have a n = b. = 1 and 
c, = z. + 1, which completes the proof  of  (3.3), and hence of the theorem. []  
We conclude this section with some corollaries of  Theorem 3.1. Note that since S GLI v t is 
an A-subalgebra of  S Q E, we can regard S Q E as a module over the semi-tensor product 
algebra S c LI ~ ) Q A ( [ 10]). 
COROLLARY 3.11. For p odd and 1 < k <_ p - 2, ( S Q E )e k is a free module of  rank one over 
S ~t4 v I Q A (n - 1). The generator is u k = L k nY ~ I Xn" Moreover, (S Q E)e k is a free A (n - 1)- 
module; in fact the map A(n -1) (~S~q~ )--+ (SQE)e  k given by evaluation on u k is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof Certainly (S Q E)e k is a sub S eLI ~'IQ A-module of S ~) E, and the first claim of the 
corollary is equivalent to the assertion that the map S ~q v )Q A(n - 1) ~ (S (~ E)e k given by 
evaluation on u k is an isomorphism. But this is immediate from Theorem 3.1 and the 
definitions. For  any semi-tensor product algebra R Q B of  finite type with B a connected Hopf  
algebra, the multiplication map B (~) R --* R Q B is an isomorphism of left B-modules. Hence 
the last statement follows automatically. []  
O f  course (3.11) has analogues with S ® E replaced by S (p and k arbitrary) or S O (p = 2). 
The statement and proofs are left to the reader. Once again, however, (3.11) is false for k = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For p odd and 1 <- k < p -2 ,  the multiplicity series for  St k in SQE is 
n- -1  
given by F (S(~E,  GL(V) ,  Stk; s , t )=Snt  qk" f l (1 - t " ' )  -1 I-[ ( l+s - l tb ' ) ,  where qk 
i=1  i=0 
= k(~_ l l ) ,  a i=a(p  i -  1), and b i=2p i. 
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Proof The series in question equals F((S ®E)ek; s, t) by (1.2b). Hence (3.12) follows from 
(3.11) and the known formulas for F (S oL~ ~'); t) and F(A (n - 1); t). (We have also made use of 
the fact that A(n - 1) is free over F (n - 1), and that the action of each Q~ on S (~)E lowers the 
exterior grade by one.) [] 
Again, the proof of (3.12) works for all p and k if S ® E is replaced by S, and for So if p = 2. 
But if p odd and k = 0 one must use (2.5) instead. 
Remark. Corollary (3.11) gives an explicit description of the cohomology of the stable 
summands ek B V of B V for p odd, k =p 0. It would be interesting to have a description of these 
spectra nalogous to the one obtained in [13] for k = 0. 
In the next two corollaries An means A n together with the specific A-module structure 
given by (3.1). 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let it: A n_ ~ --, A,_ 2 be oiven by evaluation on the bottom class. Then 7t is 
A-linear. In particular A = lim A n and A* = colim A n as left A-modules, where A* = dual 
¢ • 
Steenrod algebra with its contraoredient s ructure. 
Proof (Note that n is automatically A,_ ~-linear, but there is no reason apriori for n to be 
A-linear). Assume p odd and first consider S" D~(i E Z) as an S-submodule of S[D~ 1] and 
define M(i) = (S" Din)(~SGL. FO. Then " Dn: M (i)-, M(i + 1) is an isomorphism of A [GL,]- 
modules, as in the proof of (3.4). In particular, the A-modules (M(i)® E)e k are isomorphic. 
Second, consider the surjection o: (S®E) (V ' ) - ,Z (S®E)(V  "-1) given by setting 
Yl =0.  (Geometrically, o is induced by S ~ xBV "-~ ~BV' . )  Then o is A-linear and 
maps S ~L. to S GL,-~. Moreover ¢r(w,.t.X,) = Y~(Wn.l'Xn_l) -- Y-(wn_l. 1 .Dn_l.Xn_t). 
Hence we get a map of A-modules A(n -1)= [(S®E)(Vn)e'l]®s~VFo 
--, X[(S(~E)(Vn-t)'Dn_te'l](~sGZ,~:o = A(n-2) ,  mapping generator to generator, 
where A(n-2)  has the correct A-module structure by our first remark. The case p -- 2 is 
completely analogous, with S ® E replaced by So. It follows that A =,lira A (n), and since the 
A(n) are self-dual A* = colim~, A (n)* (here the inclusions A(n)* ~_ A (n + 1)* are of course not 
the usual ones; they are dual to A(n + 1) --, A(n). 
COROLLARY 3.14. (a) Q, acts trivially on A(n) if r > n, and multiplication by Qn: A(n) 
--, A(n) is A-linear. 
(b) Let B(n) = A(n)/ Q,A(n). Then there is a short exact sequence of A-modules 0 --, Y)Q'tB(n) 
--, A(n) -, B(n) - ,  O, defining an element of infinite heioht in Ext ~ (B(n), B(n) ). 
Proof (a) Assume p odd. Clearly Qr acts trivially on the module N®E (see 3.4) if 
r > n - 1, so the first statement follows from (3.7). The second statement follows automati- 
cally since P' .  Qn - Qn P" = Qn+ 1 p,-e-. The proof for p = 2 is similar. (b) By (a), Q," A(n) is 
indeed asub A-module of A(n), and is isomorphic to A(n)/Q,A(n). Hence the sequence is exact 
as claimed. That the corresponding element of Ext ~(B(n), B(n)) has infinite height follows 
easily by restricting to Ext~,<Q.>(B(n), B(n)). [] 
Remark. It is tempting to suppose that A(n) becomes an (A, A(n))-bimodule with the left 
A-module structure we have obtained. This would allow one to define a right A(n)-module 
structure on various associated Ext and Tor functors. (This idea is due to Mark Mahowald.) 
Unfortunately, this is false; indeed it is easy to see that for p -- 2 and any A(2)-module 
structure on A(1), A(1) is not an (A(2), A(1))-bimodule: For the relevant equation is (~r. O)T 
= o'(OT) where o ~ A(2), 0, T~ A(I), the dot refers to the "exotic" product and all other 
multiplications are ordinary ones. Now take t7 = Sq 4, 0 = T = Sq t. Then clearly o. (OT ) = O, 
but (with any A(2)-module structure) Sq 4" Sq I = Sq 2 Sq 3, and hence (a " O)T 
= Sq 2 Sq 3 Sq ~ ~ O. Mahowald has suggested that it may nevertheless bepossible to construct 
a right A(n)-module structure on functors uch as EXtA~n+~(A(n), Fp). 
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§ 4. THE COMPLEXES X, 
In this section we prove Theorem B. After defining the complexes X,, the three parts of 
Theorem B are proved separately in Theorems 4.6, 4.8, 4.14 below. We will begin, however, by 
discussing an interesting general problem suggested by the results of §l. This discussion will 
serve to motivate the definition of the complexes X,, and will review some basic ideas that will 
be needed later. The notation is as in § l, with K = B:p. In particular V is a vector space of 
dimension  over F p, G is a subgroup ofGL(I/) ,  and we assume that SGis polynomial, where S 
= S(V #). 
In view of Theorem 1.6 it is reasonable to ask whether there is a G-manifold We and an 
equivariant map We-+ B V such that the induced map on cohomology realizes the projection 
S ® E --* M ® E (or So ~ Mo ifp = 2). For example, it is well known that ifp = 2 and G = Z,, 
the flag manifold O(n)/V provides uch a We. Ifp V[G I, a construction of Smith shows that M 
can be realized by a G-Poincar6 duality space [21]. In fact there is a general procedure which, 
when it works at all, provides a smooth equivariantly framed W~: Suppose K is a compact Lie 
group and H is a closed subgroup. Let N KH = normalizer of H in K and WKH = N rH/H. 
Note that the homogeneous space H\K  is not only a right K-space but also a left WxH-space. 
Choose a universal principal left K-space EK and let EH = EK; thus BH = H\EK  
= H \ Kx KEK. Now Aut H acts on the homotopy type BH, and in terms of the present model 
this action restricted to N~H is just left multiplication. Hence we have the following standard 
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= 3, and we take K to be the exceptional Lie group G2, it is at least rue that H*BG 2 _~ S~L(v); 
if there exists an inclusion (Z/2) 3 c G 2 with the right properties (4.3), there would follow the 
amusing corrollary that G2/(Z/2) a contains a stable summand realizing A r 
In any event, one cannot hope in general to realize A n by this method. On the other hand, a 
slight modification of it leads to the complexes X n: Let Reg c V denote the complex regular 
representation f V. Then the "fundamental equation" ([29], 1.1 and 1.2) shows immediately 
that the total mod p Chern class c(Regc V) is 1 +D l . . .  _+D n for p odd and 1 +D 2 + . . .  
+ D 2 for p = 2. Similarly, ifp = 2 the total Stiefel-Whitney class w(RegRV ) is 1 + D~ + . . .  
+ D n. Moreover, the inclusion V ~ U (pn) corresponding to Reg cV factors through Y.pn and 
hence xtends to an inclusion G L ( V ) ~ V c U (pn). (The point is that G L ( V ) ~< V is the affine 
group of V, and so in particular acts as a group of permutations on the set V (with pn elements). 
In fact one can show that N z,n ( V ) is precisely GL( V ) ~< V ). Similar emarks apply to Reg R V if 
p = 2; note that the inclusion V c 0(2 n) lifts to SO(2 n) if n > 1. Summarizing, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. (a) I f  p is odd the map B(RegcV ): BV- ,  BU(p n) is given on cohomoiogy 
by (B(Reg c V )) • (Ck) = O(k ~ pn _ pn-i) = + Di (k = pn _ pn-i). Moreover, there is a fibration 
of GL(V)-spaces V \U(p  n) ~ B V~ BU(pn), with trivial action on BU(p n) and both maps 
equivariant. 
(b) I f  p = 2, and n > 1 the results of(a) hold with U(p n) replaced by SO(2n), C by [~ and c k by w k. 
We are now ready to define our complexes. I fp is odd, n _> 1 and 1 _< k _ p - 2, we define 
Xn. k = ek (E ~ ( V \ U (p n) ) )~vr Here the subscript denotes localization at p, ek is the "twisted" 
Steinberg idempotent associated to det k. St as in §2, and the notation ek( ) denotes the 
wedge summand split off by e k. We will use the notation X n to denote any of these (p - 2)- 
complexes. If p = 2, n _> 1, we define X n = eo (1~ (V \ S0(2 n + x)))t2r 
THEOREM 4.6. For all p and n > 1, H*X  n is a free A(n - D-module. 
COROLLARY. H*X n is a free F(n -  1)-module. 
Proof. A(n - 1) is free over F(n - 1). 
COROLLARY. X n has the homotopy type of a finite p-torsion complex. 
Proof. Since H*X n is free over F(0), H*(Xn, Z) is all torsion, and hence is finitely- 
generated over Z. A standard result hen shows Xn is equivalent to a finite complex. Since X, is 
p-local, this complex is a p-torsion complex. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We assume podd; the proof or p = 2 is completely analogous and is 
left to the reader. Let U = U(pn), G = GL(V). Up to homotopy, there is a fibre square 
V\U >EU 
$ ~ (4.7) 
BV ~ BU 
where EU is the total space of the universal bundle over BU. Since BU is simply-connected 
and all four spaces have H* of finite type, we can compute H* V \ U via the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence. The computation is straightforward, but since we need to keep track of the 
A [G]-algebra structure we will present i in some detail. Our main reference will be [22]. We 
recall that the spectral sequence has E2-term Torn.su(H*B V, ~:p), and is a second quadrant 
cohomology spectral sequence converging finitely to H* V \ U. Smith's geometric onstruc- 
tion shows it is a spectral sequence of A-modules and in fact of A-algebras. Now the spaces in 
(4.7) are in fact GL(V)-spaces (EU, BU have trivial action) and the maps can be chosen to be 
GL(V ) equivariant, as discussed earlier. Examination of Smith's construction then shows that 
we have a spectral sequence of A [G]-algebras. Moreover, the A [G]-algebra structure on E2 
agrees with the usual structure on Tor; we now turn to a description of the latter. 
Suppose B is a Hopf algebra over a field, T is a commutative B-algebra nd N is a B-T 
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module in the sense of [10]; i.e., we have b(tn) = Y,(b'it)(b'~n), where beB, teT, neN and 
Eb' i (~)b~ is the diagonal on b. If L is another B-Tmodule, then L Qr~N is a B-module (via the 
diagonal), and this structure xtends into Tort (L, N)as follows: First recall that the category 
of B-Tmodules is equivalent to the category of modules over the semi-tensor product albegra 
TO B ([ l 0]). Now choose any resolution of N by T-projective B-T modules (for example, use 
projective T O B-modules) and apply L @r(--); this yields the desired B-module structure on 
Tor. Since any such T-projective resolution can be compared to a T Q B-projective resolution, 
this structure isindependent ofthe choice of resolution. If L, N are B-Talgebras in the obvious 
sense, Tort(L, N) obtains the structure of B-algebra (using any resolution of N by a T- 
projective differential B-Talgebra). Finally, the usual double complex argument for balance in 
Tor extends at once to this situation; we could just as well use resolutions of L. 
In our situation we take B = A[G], T = H*BU, L = H*BV and N = ~:p. We claim that 
our E2-term Torr(S QE;  0:p) is isomorphic as an A [G]-algebra to (M (~)E) QAD, where D is a 
certain exterior A-algebra with generators in filtration - 1, G acts trivially on D, and M QE 
has filtration zero. (Our proof of the claim follows a suggestion of the referee, who pointed 
out that the author's original proof was incorrect.) Since S®E is free over S ~, there is a 
canonical isomorphism of A [G]-algebras (S (~) E) (~) s ~ Tor r(S ~; D:p) --, Tor r(s (~) E; ~:p). To 
see this explicitly, choose a T-projective resolution P of U:p, where P is a differential A [G]- 
algebra as described above--e.g, the bar resolution of ~:p over 7". The canonical map 
(S ®E)®s~H(S~(~rP)  ---,H( (S  (~)E)(~ s~S~Q rP) is then an isomorphism as claimed. 
(Here the G action on T, P, and Torr(S c, O:p) is of course trivial). On the other hand the 
structure of Torr(S ~, 0:p) as an S~-algebra is easily computed from the Koszul resolution of 
~:p: We find that as an ~:p-algebra, it is exterior with one generator ineach bidegree of the form 
( - 1, 2k) with 1 < k -< p" and k 4= P" - p i ;  while as an S~-module, it is trivial--i.e. S ~ acts via 
the augmentation. Taking D = Torr(S ~, ~:p), this proves the claim. It follows that the spectral 
sequence collapses: For the differentials d, map E~'~ _~E ~+'''+ ~- ~, and our E 2 term is 
generated as an algebra by (M QE) (in filtration zero) and the exterior generators of D (in 
filtration-I). Hence E ~ = (M ®E)@ AD as an A[G]-algebra. Now H*X,,k = (H* V\U)ek 
inherits an Eilenberg-Moore filtration from that of H* V\ U; and it will be sufficient to prove 
the theorem for the associated graded object E°(H*X,,k). Then E°(H*X..k) 
= [ (m(~E)~D]ek  = ((M(~E)ek)(~AD. Hence by (3.1), E°(H*X,,k)= ~,~A(n- 1)Q~D 
as an A(n - 1)-module; untwisting the tensor product completes the proof. [] 
Remark. The rank of H*X,  over A(n-  l) is dim D and hence is quite large. The 
construction can be modified to reduce this rank somewhat as follows: First, since Reg V 
contains a trivial summand, we could replace U (p") by U(p ' -  1). Second, Doug Ravenel 
points out that we could replace EU by BU(p" -p" -X -1)  and V\U(p" - I )  by the 
corresponding pullback Y: 
Y~ BU(p" _p . - i  _ 1) 
1 l 
BV ~ BU(p ~-  1) 
If we define X'.. k = ek (E ~ Y)~p~ then the theorem isalso true for X'., k. In effect, the only change 
is to eliminate the first p" - p" - 1 _ _  1 generators, and the last generator, from D. Note that the 
various cones ofA(n - 1) still overlap, so that one cannot realize A(n - 1) by simply taking a 
skeleton of this complex. However, this idea is sufficient o realize the (2(p"-p . -1)_  1)- 
skeleton of A(n - 1) by a complex. 
We now turn to the computation of the Morava K-theories K(s),X.. Recall that for each 
prime p and integer s > 0 there is a connective spectrum k(s) with coefficient ring k(s), 
= Fp[r , ] ;  II/',1 = 2(p ~-  1). These spectra re ring spectra, although for p = 2 the multipli- 
cation on k(s) is not unique and not commutative. This difficulty for p = 2 will not affect any 
of the arguments below; for an explanation of this claim see the appendix to [8]. Inverting v. 
yields a corresponding nonconnective ring spectrum K(s) with K(s), = 0:p [ V., V~-1 ]. The 
references are [8] and [17, §4]. 
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THEOREM 4.8. K(s) ,X.  is zero for s < n and nonzero for s = n. 
Proof Since K(s) ,X.  = vZlk(s) ,X, ,  for s < n we need to show that k(s),X, is all v~- 
torsion. This is easily seen using the Adams spectral sequence ExtA(H*(k(s)^ X~), 
Fp) =~ k(s),X, :H*k(s) is known to be A/AQ~ (this follows easily from the method of [3]. A 
change offings isomorphism shows our E2-term is Ext E<tL >(H'X,, Fv). But for s < n, H*X,  
is free over E (Q~), so the spectral sequence collapses to the edge isomorphism k(s),X, 
-~ Ext°<e.> (H* X,, Fv). It follows that k(s),X~ is in fact a trivial k(s),-module; in particular 
K(s),X~ = O. 
Now suppose s = n and p is odd. Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Serre spectral 
sequence in K(n)-homology of the fibration V\U~BV- ,BU (recall U= U(p")): 
H ,BU®K(n) , (V \U)=~K(n) ,BV.  This is clearly a spectral sequence of G(= GL(V))- 
modules, with G acting trivially on H,BU, If g(n),Xn, k = 0, then e k is zero on the E2-term, 
hence zero on the E0o-term, and hence zero on K(n),B V. But ekK (n), B V = K (n)* (ek B V), so 
this contradicts Theorem (4.9) below. An analogous argument works for p = 2. [] 
THEOREM 4.9. I f  p is odd and 1 <-k <_p-2 (resp. p= 2 and k =0) then 
_ n > ,n -  Z~ 
dimr~),K(s)*(ekBV ) = O for s < n (resp. s <n 1) = p(2)for s = n (resp. _ 2~ 2 for s = n 
-1) 
Proof Suppose E is any complex oriented cohomology theory, and let J(E) denote the 
E*-algebra E* [ [3'1 . . . .  Yn]] / ([P]E(Yl) . . . .  [P]E(Yn)); here [P]E denotes the p-fold formal 
sum associated to the formal group law of E. The equivalence BV ~- [ I  BZ/p leads to a 
1 
Kunneth map J (E) ~ E*BV; for certain theories, including K(s)*, this map is an isomorph- 
ism. The action of GL(V) on E*B V can then be described in terms of J (E) as follows: Identify 
E , [ [y l  . . . .  y j ]  with E*BT", where T" is the n-torus and BT ~ " [ I  CP°°. An n x n matrix 
1 
(aJg) over Z determines a self-map of BT ~, and from the definition of the formal group law of 
E we have at once that the induced action on E*BT" is given by 
Yi" (aJk) = Jail ] (yi) + E[ai2 ] (Y2) + E . . . .  + E[ain] (Yn)" 
The action of GL(V) on J(E) is obtained by simply reducing this formula "rood p" in the 
evident sense. 
If E = K (s)*, we have [p] (y) = V~J, and hence K (s)* B V = K (s)* [yl . . . .  y , ] / (y~, . . .  
y~'). To compute the action of ek on this ring, observe first that the formal group law of K (s)* 
is defined over its "ring of integers" Fp[ V~]. Hence if we define N~ = 0=p[y~ . . . .  y , ] /  
(y~, . . .  y~) and L~ = 0: p [ V~]. N~, then L~ is an "invariant lattice" for the G L (V) action, with 
N~ = Fp® L[vd L,. In this situation we have the following general lemma: 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose R is a connected graded integral domain offinite type over afield K, 
and L is the graded field offractions of R. Suppose W is a graded LG-module offinite dimension 
over L, W o is an RG-invariant lattice (so L " W o = W ) free over R, and e ~ K G is an idempotent. 
Then dimL eW = rankR(eWo) = dimr(e(W o Q RK) ). 
Proof Since e W o is R-projective, bounded below and of finite type, it is R-free. Hence 
rankR (eWo) is defined, and since L" (eWo) = e" (LWo), it equals dimLeW. Finally, rankR 
(eWo) = dimK( (eWo)® RK ) = dimk(e( Wo ® RK) ). 
COROLLARY 4.11. Ire ~ ~:vG L. is any idempotent, dimr~),K (s)* (eB ( Z /p)") = dim FpN~e. 
Thus it is enough to prove the following: 
LEMMA 4.12. Suppose p odd and 1 <- k <_ p -  2 (resp. p arbitrary and k = 0). Then dim 
N~ek = O for s < n (resp. s < n--1) = p(~) for s = n (resp >--- p ("21) for s = n -  l) 
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Proof For 0-< k <p-2  we have Se k = SOL"'P(n--2)'Lk, +1 (Y l  " ' '  Y,) 1 (3.11). I f  
k > 0, L, Ix for all x e Sek, SO Se k ---, N~ek is zero for s < n. If  s = n and k > 0, ~oL.. P(n 
-2)-Lk,  +1 (Yl • • • y , ) - i  = 0 in N,e k since ~-cL,. L, = 0 in N.  (cf. proof  of 3.4). Hence, P(n 
- 2). Lk, + ~ (y~ ..  y,)-  ~ --* N,e k is surjective. But we have already shown this map is injective, 
in the proof  of  (3.2). I f k  = O, S ~" P(n - 2) -L , (y , . . .  y , ) -  ~ is zero in N~ for s < n - 1. I fs  = n 
- 1, we conclude as before that the map P(n - 2)- L, (ya . . .  y , ) -  ~ ~ N,_  ~ e o is surjective, but 
it is not injective. Assume n > 2 (the theorem is trivial for n = 1). Then P(n 
p-1  -3 ) ' L , (y l  . . .  y ,) -~-- ,  N,._~eo is injective: For  0,_2(W,.o)= z,_~ L,_~ up to a nonzero 
scalar, so the claim is once again implicit in the proof  of  (3.2). Hence dim N,_  ~e o > dim P(n 
- 3) = p("2-~). []  
For  the last part of Theorem B we need to consider equivariant Spanier-Whitehead 
duality for homotopy G-complexes. This is a rather crude and elementary form of duality, 
having little to do with the more sophisticated versions that have recently been developed. For 
our purposes, a (finite) homotopy left G-complex is just a G-object in the homotopy category 
of finite complexes. Such objects themselves form a category (o in an obvious way. I f  (~ is the 
stable homotopy category of  finite complexes, there is an analogous category (~. A G-duality 
is then just a morphism S" -L X ^ Y (for some m) in ~,  where S" and X ^ Y have respectively 
the trivial and diagonal homotopy left G-structures, such that ~t is an ordinary 
Spanier-Whitehead duality: i.e. the slant product maps ~b~: H .X  --, H ,Y  and q~'~: H*Y -~ H ,  X 
are isomorphisms. It follows easily that q~'~, b, are in fact isomorphisms of left ~G-modules: 
here H* X, H*Y have the obvious "contragredient" left ZG-module structures. (Up to this 
point, there is of course no reason to require X and Yto be finite.) Moreover, it is clear that 
given any object X of  (~, there exists Yin (~ and a G-duality ~:S" ~ X ^ Y.. We simply choose 
an ordinary duality ~t, and observe that Ythen becomes a stable homotopy fight G-complex; 
converting this to a left action in the usual way then yields the desired duality, as one readily 
checks from the definitions. I fX  comes to us as a compact smooth G-manifold, such a duality 
can be obtained by first embedding X equivariantly in a representation W of G (we can assume 
det W = 1); the resulting map S ~--, X+^ T(vx) is then a G-duality (T(vx) is the Thom space 
of the normal bundle vx). If, furthermore, v~ can be equivariantly framed choosing such a 
framing specifies a G-self-duality S" --* X + ^  X +. 
With these preliminaries, the following is straight forward: 
m ~t PROPOSITION 4.13. Suppose S -~ X ^ Y is a G-duality and e is an idempotent in ~_tv) G, and 
let Z denote the conju9ation of Y_tp~G. Then the composite ~t:S ~ X ^ Y~ eXtp) ^  z(e)Y~p) is a p- 
duality i.e. the slant products ~b ~, dp ~, with S O replaced by S°tp), are isomorphisms. In particular, if 
one of eXtr), z(e)Ytv ~ is equivalent to a finite complex, then so is the other, and ~t is an ordinary 
Spanier-Whitehead duality. 
Proof. Let [ - ,  - ] denote stable homotopy classes of  maps (ignoring the grading). Then 
$~ induces an isomorphism of  left Ztp)G-modules [X,S°]tv~ ~[S °, Y]tvj, and hence 
g(e)[X,S°]~p)..~x(e)[S°,Y]lvr But x(e)[X,S°]~vl = [eX~v~,S°~v~] and z(e)[S°,Y]~vI = [S°, 
x(e)Ytv)]; it is now clear that ff~ is an isomorphism. Similarly, ~b~- is an isomorphism, which 
completes the proof. [] 
THEOREM 4.14. I f  p = 2, X.  is Spanier-Whitehead self-dual. I f  p is odd, then for 1 < k < p 
-2  X., k is Spanier-Whitehead dual to X . . , _  1 -k. In particular X. ,  r~ l is self-dual. 
Proof: We assumc p odd; the case p = 2 is similar. By (4.2) there is a GL(V)-duality S" 
(V\U(p"))+ ^  (V\U(p"))+, where m = dim V\U(t¢'). By (2.3) and (4.13), X.,  k is dual to 
e'p_ 1 -k ( V~U(P"))t,~ • But e' r_ 1 -k is conjugate in Z~v) GL(V)  to e,_ ~ -k, SO this latter complex is 
equivalent o X., ,_  1-k" 
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APPENDIX A MISCELLANEOUS FORMULAE IN S 
As in §1, with K = Fp, S" = S (V')* and GL, = GL(V') acts on the right of S ~. (For convenience we 
assume p is odd; the changes necessary for p = 2 will be obvious.) For I < k < n we regard (V~) * as the 
subspace of (V~) # generated by Y~-t+ 1 . . . .  y.. We will need to consider various subgroups of GL,:~z, 
(permutation matrices), U, (upper triangular matrices with l 's on the diagonal), B, (the Borel subgroup 
of upper triangular matrices), A, ({ufU,:y~u ffi y~ for every i > 1}), and H,({gfGL~'(V' - I )*O 
= (V ~- 1 ) # ). Note A. ~ ( Z/p)~- x(so the notation is slightly different from that of [ 131) and H~ is a semi- 
direct product (GLt x GL,_ ~) ~ A~. 
We begin with Dickson's definition of polynomial generators for S c~.. Given a sequence of non- 
negative integers o1 < a 2 < . . .  < a n let [a~ . . . . .  a,] ffi det (y~,  and l,~1 = 1,0,1 . . . .  ~, . . . .  n 1. 
The element [ri I is of special importance and is denoted L,. It is easy to show that each [a I . . . .  a, l  is in 
S ,~ and is divisible by L, (use A2(a) below). Hence 
L. 
is a GL#invariant. 
THEOREM AI. (Dickson) S~'(resp. 
L,,D 1 . . . .  D,,_~) 
S sz') is a polynomial algebra on D~ . . . .  D,. (resp. 
[]  
COROLLARY.  cGL' ---- S GL'' L k" (0 ~ k <~ p-  2) 
' Jdet ~ 
[]  
Let Vk = I'I (y,-k +a). Note VkeSV: 
PROPOSmON A2. (a) L, ffi ( -1 )  "-1 V,L,_ 1 ffi ( -  1)(])v I . . .  vr (b) D, = L[ -1 = ( -1)"  IT  
ae  V" -0  
Proof. (a) Since Yl IL,, V, IL,. Similarly L,_ i l L ,  and hence V,L,_ ilL,. Now compare coefficients 
o fy~ -~ v p-~ • . .  y,_ ~ y,. (b) D, = L, since [~1 = L~ by definition. For the second equality, we have H 
a,~O 
a= FI H H (~Y~+a)=( -1) " (V , . . .V , )e - I=( -1 ) "LP ,  -1. [] 
k=l  ~eFe* aeV ~-~ 
The action of the Steenrod algebra on sSL'is given in detail in [291. For  the convenience of the reader, 
we record here all the results needed for §3: 
PROPOSITION A3. (a) S sL'' L, is a sub A-module of S. Moreover P (n -  2) acts trivially on L,. 
(b) P°(L , )= ( - -1 ) " - l L .  p. (c) (Q,-I . . .  Qo)(xl . . .  x,)ffi L~. 
_ 6L .  ~t ,  Proof. (a) S 6L." L , -  Sdc t , so the first statement is obvious. Since (S~t)k ffi 0 for dim L, < k 
< dimD1L ~, PP'L, = 0 if i < n -2 .  
(b) L~ = (Yl - . .  yp , - l )  ~., where ~, ffi ~ (sgn ~kr as usual. Hence P~L,  ffi (y~ 'y~. . .  y~'-') ~, 
0"1[ 'Fm 
= I'n, 1 . . . .  n - 11 = ( -  1) ' -  1 L~. 
(c) by induction on n. At the inductive step, we have (Q,-I . . .Qo)(Xl  . - .×~)= 
f - l  
(_ 1)~-1 (Q,_ 2 . . .  Qo) (Y l x2 . . .  x,) T/nd~t = ( -1)  ~- l yfl -' L,_ 1 l /nd~ = L, (Laplace expansion along 
the bottom row). [] 
The next calculation has a number of interesting consequences. 
PROPOSITION A4. (y~-I . . . y~-l) 0 ,  = (L 1 . . . L , _ I )  v - l "  L~ "1 
LEMM^ AS. Y~lA ,  f f i ( - l~ ' - l rP - lV~l fo rn>l . (Lo . ,  "~,- I = 1). 
Proof" From (AI) one easily shows SH'ffiSOL'-"FpEV~-I]; in particular (SH.)f-._1 
isspannedbyL~2~.Since(V~l)A,  eSn.,(V,,y~l)A, -- ~L~2~ forsome~e Fp. But [yl (y~ 1A,)1 ly~.o 
= 1 and (yl.LP2~ V~l) [y , .0  ffi (L~2~)( I-I v) -1 f f i ( - l )  "-1 by (A2)~ [] 
ve ~, -~_0  
Proof of A4. By induction on n. At the inductive step, we have (,v~" x . . .  y f  i ) U, ffi (L 1 . . .  L,_ 2 )r-  1 
L~-11 {y~-1~.) = (L 1 ... L ._ I )v - t  .L~-I by the lemma and A2(a). [ ]  
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COROLLARY A6. ([14]) .LetS[L~l]denotetheringoffract ionsobtainedbyinvert ingL, .Thenforany 
G ~_ GL, ~:~, S [L f  1 ] is a projective ~:~G-module. 
Proof. Recall ( [19], p. 118) that over a field K a KG-module N is projective if and only if there exists 
U • Homr  iN, N) with U G = 1N. It follows (by applying this criterion twice) that for the corollary it is 
sufficient to prove the case when G = Un, since U~ is a p-Sylow subgroup of GL, ff:p. But this is immediate 
from (A4), since (L,(L 1 . . .  L ,_ I ) I -Py~ 1 . . .  y~l)O~ = 1. [] 
COROLLARY AT. (Lky~ -1 . . .  y - l )  is fixed by ek-l.  
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove the case k = 0. Since from §2, e_, = [GLn: U,] - ' U,~,, (T,)det-', 
where T, = diagonal subgroup, it is enough by A4 to show ( (L 1 . . .  L,_ 1 )P- 1L~- 1 ) ~,  = y~- 1 . . .  y -  1, 
or equivalently (f~ . . .  y~. (L1 . . .  L , - I )  p-x) ~,, = L,. For n = 1 we have y~ ~.1 = Y~ = L~. At the 
inductive step, let Z/n c Z, be the obvious inclusion. Then ~ = (~,)d~t = (Z,_ 1)det (2~/-'--n)det and we 
obtain (y~ L~_ 1) (2V/n)det = L, (Laplace expansion along the top row.) [] 
APPENDIX B THE WU CLASSES OF A COMPLETE INTERSECTION ALGEBRA 
The A-algebras M(G) discussed in this paper are examples of "complete intersection algebras" over 
the Steenrod algebra [2 I]. Our goal in this appendix is to show that many of these algebras, including 
the M(G), are self-dual over A. We begin with some elementary remarks that provide an amusing 
perspective on old results of Adams [ I]  and Brown-Peterson [4]. 
Suppose R is an unstable commutative algebra over A. I Ifp is odd, we assume that R is concentrated 
in even degrees. A Thorn module E over R is a module over R Q A such that, as an R-module, E is free on a 
single generator u. This definition is due to David Handel, who also observed that the set G(R) of 
isomorphism classes of Thorn modules over R forms an Abelian group under "Whitney sum'" E l + E 2 
= Et ®RE~.In fact for p = 2, some oftbe results of [ I ]  and [4] can be reinterpreted asasserting that G(R) 
is a (covariant) functor on the category of unstable A-algebras, corepresented byH* BO. We define the 
total Stiefel-Whitney class w(E) by w(E). U = Pu (where P = Sq ifp = 2); obviously E is determined up 
to isomorphism by w(E). Similarly, the total Wu class v(E) is defined by v(E)U = z(P)u. It is then 
immediate that Pv = w- I; thus E is determined by v(E). Next, suppose M is a Poincar~ duality algebra 
over A, with fundamental c ass [M] • M* for some r = rM. Then the normal Thom module is the 
contragredient module M*. (Recall here that M is Poincar~ if and only if M is Frobenius--i.e. M ~ M* 
as an M-module.) The usual argument shows that (v(M*).  x) [M]  = P(x)[M]. Finally, a sequence of 
i n 
Poincar~ algebras L --* M --, N with i injective and n surjective will be called a Poincar~ extension if (a) N 
= M ®L Fp and (b) rM = rL + rN. (It follows easily that M is L-free.) Now the normal bundle of the 
inclusion of the fibre in a smooth fibre bundle is always trivial, and as a sort of analogue we have: 
PRoPOsmor~ B1. I l L  i M ~ N is a Poincarb extension of A-algebras, then the normal Thom module 
of Tt is trivial--i.e., 7t , (M #) = N #. 
Proof. The conclusion is that n(w(M¢) )= w(N#), or equivalently n(v(M*) )= v(N¢). Define 
/~LeL by #L[L] = 1. Then one easily checks that if xeM,  OL-x)[M] = n(x)[N]. Using this we 
compute for x • M: (n(v(M*))n(x))n(x)) [N-J = ~ L" v(M #)" x) [M] = I~LP(x) [M] = v(N)n(x) IN]. [] 
Following [21], a complete intersection algebra over A is by definition an algebra of the form M 
= S®R Fp, where S is any polynomial algebra on n generators Yl,. • Yn over the Steenrod algebra, and R 
is any sub A-algebra generated by n elements a I . . . .  a, that form a regular (or "ESP") sequence. (In fact 
one can show that if al . . . .  an are algebraically independent they form a regular sequence: This is proved 
in [21] under the assumption that the degrees of yl . . . .  y, and a I . . . .  a, are prime to p; C. Wilkerson 
has pointed out that this assumption is unnecessary.) We will also write M = S/R. The argument of [21] 
then shows that M is a Poincar6 algebra, with rM = ~ (deg a i -  deg yi). We also have: 
i=1  
PROPOSITION B2. Suppose R c S c T, where R, S, Tare polynomial A-algebras on n generators. Then 
S IR ~ T/R ~ T/S is a Poincar~ extension. [] 
Our main result is: 
i In this section all algebras are assumed to be connected. 
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THEOREM B3. Suppose S = Fp[y 1 . . . .  y,'] is a polynomial A-algebra, and either deg y~ = 2for all i or 
p = 2 and degyi = 1 for all i. Let R c S be a polynomial sub A-algebra and M =~ S®R[=p the associ- 
ated complete intersection algebra. Then the Wu classes of M are zero---i.e. M # is a trivial Thorn 
module. 
Proof First note the theorem is true for n = 1. In fact we really only need the case R -- Fp[y/] ,  
where the result is clear. Since the Wu class is multiplicative, it follows that the theorem is true for all n 
if R has the form Fp[y~' , . . .  y~k.]. Second, for any polynomial algebra T = ~:pl-a~ . . . .  a,], let 
T ~ = B:~ [a~, . . .  a~']. Note T p'is a polynomial sub A-algebra ofT. Now consider the following Poincar6 
extensions: 
(i) SP~/R °'--, S /R  p~-, S/S p' and 
(ii) R/R  p'--, S /R p'--, S /R 
. . p t  . .  • 
From (i) and (B1), we see that v( (S/R °')* ) = 1 mod yf', . y , .  From (n) it then follows that the same is 
true for S/R. But k was arbitrary, so v((S/R) #) = 1. [] 
Remarks. (1) The theorem is~'alse for more general S. For example if S = F 2 [Yl, Y2 ] I:2 and R = S 2, 
v I (S /R)= Yl +Y2. (2) There is an obvious definition of a transfer associated to a map N ~ M of 
Poincar~ algebras over A; it will be a map of N (9 A-modules E / -~  N*,  where E s = M* - f ,  (N * ) is the 
normal Thorn module of  the mapf  If M = M(GL,) and N is as in (3.4), one can show that the map 
M ~ N considered in (3.4) is just the transfer associated to a natural projection N --, M; in particular t/is 
injective. 
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